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I.D tape is a heat fusible label tape with a clear adhesive. This product is supplied in kit form. It is suitable
for in-house high speed printing of the required identification by means of a thermal printer using special
ink ribbons. Suitable for commercial laundering.
World Emblem's range of thermally printable, textile tape, offers identification solutions
for a wide variety of applications.
Benefits:
·Quicker Application/ Removal Time
·Save Time Labeling 2x the shirts per Roll
·Order Less Often
·Zero Water Sublimation
·SAP Compliant
·Same Day Shipping
·Stocked for same day shipping
·With Zebra Printer - Eliminate 100% of wasted tape
·Tested/ Approved by Corporate to Withstand 52 washes INCLUDING heavy soil ( bleach formula)
·Adhesion to ALL garments INCLUDING FR treated garments in1st Pressing.
Fr Certification:
Test from EN ISO 11612 (2008)

Requirements

Result

Flame spread ISO 15025 on label
after 5*(75°C proc. 4.8 + proc. a
tumble dry) ISO 15797

Mean after flame (<2s)
Mean afterglow (<2s) in undamage area
No flaming debris
No melting or molten debris
No flaming to the top or either side edge
No hole formation

Pass
No after flame
No afterglow
No flaming debris
No molten debris
No flaming to the top or either side edge
No hole formation

Kits

Pass/fail and level

World Emblem

Benefit with WE

4 rolls (5,400
labels/roll) = 21,600
labels/kit & 2 ribbons

Replace rolls half
of the time=
double
productivity

** Kits can be retro fitted to function with current printer

·World Emblem recommends the following applications are observed to achieve
maximum wash & abrasion resistance.
Application:
Temperature Setting (top) Temperature Setting (bottom)

Dwell Setting

PSI

Cotton
35% Cotton 65% Polyester blend

390-400°F

400°F

Polyester
Over Stamping Labels
Fire Retardant Garments

Zebra printer available to buy or rent

800.766.0448
www.worldemblem.com
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